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Crooked River

INTRODUCTION


	The Crooked River scenario is a beginning Shadowrun set piece.  In it the characters are hired 
to terminate, with prejudice, some counterfeiters, among other things.


OVERVIEW

	The plot begins with a run to the Three Rivers area of Washington, State, near where 
Richlands used to be before the NAN took over that locale.

	As of 1991, the Richlands Washington Area was home to one of the nastiest toxic waste sites 
in the Continental United States.  When attempts to clean up the mess resulted in the resignation of 
the initial specialist hired to do the job, the government and interested corps decided just to deposit 
more waste.  By 2049 A.D. it is a festering sore.

	The complex toxic nuclear waste in the Three Rivers area resists sorcery with a base target 
number of 15.  When mixed with polymerized silicon (i.e. glass that has been technologically 
manipulated to make it more complex in a way that makes it sorcery resistant without other 
significant noticeable changes) it resists sorcery with a base target number of 21.

	Farms-Bennett in partnership with Zenith-Zeiss has a contract with the elves to clean up the 
polluted mess by embedding the waste in sheets of polymerized silicon and pawning it off on 
Renraku America.  The partnership is marketing the sheets as substrata for sorcery resistant armor 
through Renraku Bronze in Seattle and under their own brand name in Coos Bay.  

	The characters are originally hired to ride shot-gun on contract laborers sent out to clean up 
the mess.  The way down takes off from I-5 and runs through some uncontrolled areas.  Contract 
laborers also have been known to try to escape their lawfully imposed obligations.  Amazing what 
falling behind on debt or certain corporate crimes can result in.

	The characters then are asked to take a short run while down in what is now known as the 
Crooked River (rather than Three Rivers) area.  Someone is counterfeiting.

	Of course the independent banks that issue nuyen always react with excessive violence when 
that occurs -- often using beamed orbital power (orbital lasers diverted from their original purpose 
to serve as weapons).  Crooked River, for a variety of reasons, is not one of the areas the L-5ers can 
use their weapons.  A Response and Retaliation Team is in order and the runners are there.

	The run goes astray when the counterfeiters are revealed to be the pawns of a toxic shaman.  The characters must face or flee the shaman.


SAMPLE USE

	Characters contacted by Mr. Johnson

	Characters meet up with Convoy at the Labor Market building.  Several G-17s and G-12a 
vehicles make up the convoy with a rigged GMC Banshee panzer riding cover.  The characters are 
assigned two to a hovercraft.  They, with the drivers, make up the guys in the fronts of the vehicles, 
the labor is locked into the backs.  It is a day and a half trip to Crooked River from the northern 
Seattle Labor Market.

	On the way down, one of the characters discovers a contact is in with the other contract labor.  
Caught up on a forged debt (some decker raided him).

	When a tribe of Ork renegades (6 [Ork] gang members, 5 Ork mercenaries, and one [Ork] 
street shaman) attacks, the character can decide to help or abandon the contact.  The characters 
should be able to deal with the renegades.  The bodies will be covered with sores and the renegades 
will not have acted intelligently.

	The characters arrive in Crooked River, get put up in company house, and are told it will be 
a week until the convoy returns the trucks.  Mr. Johnson has a chore for them while they wait (if they 
say no, they'll be asked to find their own accommodations or to pay 1,000¥ per day.  The company 
owns the only housing there).

	Some fool has decided to try counterfeiting.  Everyone knows it is stupid.  The L-5s hire the 
best deckers and some uptight mages.  The mages use up elementals as if air was infinite.  (Yes, they 
use a high powered series of detection spells, focused and sustained by spell locks and elementals, 
boosted through ritual magic).

	Given the sensitive nature of toxic waste control, the L-5ers have agreed to hold off their 
usual response for a week.  The usual response is to burn the counterfeiters (and everything near 
them) to the ground with orbital lasers.  These counterfeiters are in the middle of that toxic waste 
dump and ****

	Oh, you said yes, well, here are your fitted chem suits, good luck.

	The characters get chem suits, a couple dowsing rods (they'll lead straight to the 
counterfeiters), an elemental biding focus (will summon a force 8 fire elemental when it is broken) 
and 50 rounds of ammunition each.  They'll also get a three month extension on their DocWagon or 
MagiDoc contracts, and some nuyen.  Make them negotiate for the nuyen with no bottom or top 
(they'll have to negotiate against a Will 8 [spell lock in there], Negotiation 7 fixer).
 	The dowsers lead them to a couple false leads (a cred stick in a bar, a couple cred sticks in 
squatters shacks, one in a workers barracks).  Finally, a sunken warehouse out on the disposal flats is the only target left.

	In there is a chip manufacturing facility, a tap to the toxic wastes (useful for some cred stick 
ingredients), and six people.  There is a force 5 magic barrier around the building and seems to be 
some sort of spirit there.

	The first five targets are: Hildiga, an ex-company man (elvish, +1 to quickness, +2/2d6 to 
reaction, -2.1 to essence, +2 to firearms skill); Helsh and Delsh, two Ork mercenaries; Braided 
Dancer, a street samurai; Qarikl, an Ork enchanter/technician (use the dwarvish technician, add 
Magical Theory 4, Enchanting 6).  

	The last one is Salviash, a graduate of Texas AM&M.  He is a sorcerous adept, tech 4, magic 
3, skills 2, characteristics 1, race 0.  He is also toxic and the toxic spirits of the dump respond to him 
at his treat level of summoning, even though he has no summoning skill.  His current threat level is 
3, which is added to his Magic score and which is his skill for summoning elemental toxic spirits in 
the same fashion a shaman summons spirits.

	Salviash has been seeking sources of power in NAN territories to use in his long range goal 
to drive Aztlaan out of Austin.  In the toxic water spirits he thought he had found his solution.  He 
actually found only madness.  Secure in his madness that he is all powerful through his spirits, he 
has decided to take the ultimate step and raise money for the cause the old fashioned way -- making 
it.

	The characters need to convince him that he is wrong before his madness infects others.  It 
already infected one small tribe (the Orks who attacked the convoy have the same sores as will the 
individuals in this encounter).

	There is a spirit lurking in the magic barrier.  It will attack anyone who attacks the barrier and 
will otherwise warn Salviash when anyone crosses the barrier.  At that time a melee will break out.  
If the characters survive they will return to Seattle older and wiser.


AFTERWARDS/TROUBLE SHOOTING

	If the characters rescue the contact from indentured labor, upgrade that contact to a buddy.  
In addition, the characters may be able to make a contact or two down in the camps.  If they handle 
the dowsing rods fairly and pay the poor unfortunates for the counterfeit credsticks they take 
(1d6*1,000¥ at each site), that person will become a contact.  They'll eventually end up back in 
Seattle when they've worked out their mistakes.  (Each encounter had only person who can become 
a contact only for one character).

	If the characters dump the guy, their other contacts will treat them a bit leery -- what kind of 
friends were they?!  If they are rough on the counterfeit follow-up, they may make some enemies, 
may get a reputation on the street for acting like corp suits.  Not good karma guys.

	When they hit the warehouse, they need to go in with guns blazing.  The fire elemental will 
have an attack and then go from 8 to 5 when it takes out the toxic waste water elemental guarding 
the circle.  Salviash will alternate between spells and elementals (force three water elementals) which 
he'll send at the fire elemental (and then the characters if he is still standing).

	All of the counterfeiters will be crazed and toxic.  Not a pretty sight, covered with poisonous 
sores.  Non will flee.

	The ride back to Seattle will be with mostly empty hovercraft and jumpy but no one will 
attack.

	Pay will be as promised unless the characters risk negotiation.  Run them against the same 
fixer and don't put a bottom on what they get negotiated down to.  Should know better...

	Karma:  one for each new contact made, one for rescuing contact, one for stopping the 
counterfeiters, one each for surviving each of the two fire fights.


